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The Problem:

When One Door Closes - Ilinois CC on OER by Lisa Young, Ph.D. Data source: The new era of the $400 college textbook

"The direct relationship between textbook
costs and student success" by Oregon State
University is licensed under CC BY-NC 4.0

"stanford_bookstore_4-06" by Min Liu is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0

“Hand” by Golan Levin is CC-BY 2.0 Modified by Quill West, CC-BY 4.0

Open Education Group
The Review Project
Led by John Hilton III, with additional contributions from Stacie Mason
This review provides a summary of all known empirical research on the impacts of OER adoption (including our own).
The version below will be periodically updated with new articles as we become aware of them. If you know of an
empirical research study on the impacts of OER adoption that is not included in this review, please leave a comment
below. An in-depth article focusing on empirical research relating to perceptions and efficacy at the college
level was published by the journal Educational Technology Research and Development in February of 2016.
Please access the open-access version of this article or a summary video. You can also access overview slides
that summarize this research.

https://openedgroup.org/review

Come for the free textbooks...
...Stay for the academic freedom

"Becoming Open Education Leaders: Open Education Advocacy and Design for Librarians"
by Quill West, Open Education Project Manger, Pierce College is licensed under CC BY 4.0

"...and in last place." by Tim Norris is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0

"Passing Bullets | Yurakucho, Tokyo" by jamesjustin is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0

"Share" by C!... is licensed under CC BY 4.0
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"CC Licenses" by David Ernst, Open Textbook Network is licensed under CC BY 4.0.

www.openwa.org
/attrib-builder/

Hare by MabelAmber is in the Public Domain, CC0

"The Starting Line" by Susan Smith is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0

open.umn.edu/opentextbooks/

aimath.org/textbooks/
approved-textbooks/

nobaproject.com/

http://www.americanyawp.com/

"Who are your Learners?" by Giulia Forsythe is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
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Contradictory advice...

Don’t reinvent
the wheel

Don’t get
stuck on
searching
...Got that?

"The Help" by Marina del Castell is licensed under CC BY 4.0

Content platforms

"Shinjuku Station Platform" by Alan is licensed under CC BY NC ND 2.0

OER FAQ

"What?" by Véronique Debord-Lazaro is licensed under CC BY SA 2.0
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